fulcrum. Moreover, if it were self-evident, his demonstration only holds when the lengths of the arms are commensurable. Sir I. N ew to n has g iv e n a demonstration, in which it is sup posed, that if a given weight act in any direction, and any radii be drawn from the fulcrum to the line of direction, the effect to turn the lever will be the same on whichever of the radii it acts. But some of the most eminent mathematicians since his time have objected to this principle, as being far from self-evident, and in consequence thereof hav to demonstrate the proposition upon more clear and satisfac tory principles. The demonstration by M ac L a u r in , as far as it goes, is certainly very satisfactory; but as he collects the truth of the proposition only from induction, and has not ex tended it to the case where the arms are incommensurable, his demonstration is imperfect. The demonstration given by Dr. H a m il t o n , in his Essays, depends upon this proposition, that when a body is at rest, and acted upon by three forces, they will be as the three sides of a triangle parallel to the directions of the forces. Now this is true, when the three forces act at any point of a body; whereas, considering the lever as the body, the three forces act at different points, and therefore the principle, as applied by the author, is certainly not applicable. If in this demonstration we suppose a plane body, in which the three forces act, instead of simply a lever, then the three forces being actually directed to the same point of the body, the body would be at rest. But in reasoning from this to the case of the lever, the same difficulties would arise, as in the proof of Sir I. N e w t o n . But admitting that all other objec tions could be removed, the demonstration fails when any two of the forces are parallel. Another demonstration is founded fundamental Property of the Lever. q$ upon this principle, that if two non-elastic bodies meet with equal quantities of motion, they will after impact, continue at rest; and hence it is concluded, that if a lever which is in equilibrio be put in motion, the motions of the two bodies must be equal; and therefore the pressures of these bodies upon the lever at rest, to put it in motion, must be as their motions. Now in the first place, this is comparing the effects of pres sure and motion, the relation of the measures of which, or whether they admit of any relation, we are 'totally unac quainted with. Moreover, they act under very different cir cumstances ; for in the former case, the bodies acted imme diately on each other, and in the latter, they act by means of a lever, the properties of which we are supposed to be ignorant of. W hen forces act on a body, considered as a point, or di rectly against the same point of any body, we only estimate the effect of these forces to move the body out of its place, and no rotatory motion is either generated, or any causes to produce it, considered in the investigation. When we, there fore, apply the same proposition to investigate the effect of forces to generate a rotatory motion, we manifestly apply it to a case which is not contained in it, nor t6 which there is a single principle in the proposition applicable. The demonstra tion given by Mr. L a n d e n , in Kis Memoirs, is founded upon self-evident principles, nor do I see any objections to his rea soning upon them. But as his investigation consists of several cases, and is besides very long and tedious, something more simple is still much to be wished for, proper to be introduced in an elementary treatise of mechanics, so as not to perplex the young student either by the length of the demonstration, or want of evidence in its principles. W hat I here propose to Fs offer will, I hope, render the whole business not only very simple, but also perfectly satisfactory.
The demonstration given by A rchimedes would be very sa tisfactory and elegant, provided the principle on which it is founded could be clearly proved; viz. that two equal powers at the e x t r e m i t i e s , or their sum at the middle of a , would have equal effects to move it about any point. Now, that the ef fects will be the same, so far as respects any motion being communicated to the lever when at liberty to move freely, is sufficiently clear; but there is no evidence whatever that the effects will be the same to give the lever a rotatory motion about any point, because a very different motion is then produced, and we are supposed to know nothing about the efficacy of a force at different distances from the fulcrum /to produce such a motion. Besides, the two motions are not only different, but the same forces are known to produce dif ferent effects in the two cases ; for in the former case the two equal powers at the extremities of the arms produce equal ef fects in generating a progressive motion ; but in the latter case they do not produce equal effects in generating a rotatory mo tion. W e cannot therefore reason from one to the other. The principle, however, may be thus proved.
Let A C, be two equal bodies placed on a straight lever, A P moveable about P ; bisect A C in B, A B c p produce P A to Q, and take B Q = B P, J 0 © 0 and suppose the end Q to be sustained by a prop. Then as A and C are similarly situated in respect to each end of the lever, that is, A P = C Q, and A Q = C P, the prop and fulcrum must bear equal parts of the whole w eight; and therefore the prop a t Q will be pressed with a weight equal to A. Now take away the weights A and C* and put a weight at B equal to their sum ; and then the weight at B being equally distant from Q and P, the prop and fulcrum must sustain equal parts of the whole weight, and therefore the prop will now also sustain a weight equal to A. Hence if the prop Q be taken away, the moving force to turn the lever about P in both cases must evidently be the sam e; therefore the effects of A and C upon the lever to turn it about any point are the same as when they are both placed in the middle point between them. And the same is manifestly true if A and C be placed without the fulcrum and prop. If therefore A C be a cylindrical lever of uniform density, its effect to turn itself about any point will be the same as if the whole were collected into the middle point B ; which follows from what has been already proved, by conceiving the whole cylinder to be divided into an infinite number of laminae perpendicular to its axis, of equal thicknesses. The principle therefore assumed by A rchimedes is thus established upon, the most self-evident principle, that is, that equal bodies at equal distances must produce equal effects; which is manifest from this consideration, that when all the circumstances in the cause are equal, the effects must be equal. Thus the whole demonstration of A rchimedes is ren dered perfectly complete, and at the same time it is very short and simple. The other part of the demonstration we shall here insert, for the use of those who may not be acquainted with it. T he property of the straight lever being thus established* every thing relative to the bent lever immediately follows.
